From Fields to Ford
and Beyond
The Special History of One Southampton Site
BY JO FOSTER

Clockwise from top left:
Wide Lane, Swaythling, 1905
Damaged Spitfire at Cunliffe-Owen, 1943
The last sports Transit made in Southampton, 2013
Spot welder, 2000s
Illustrations by Jackie Eksi, copied from original photographs
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CHAPTER 1

Taking Off
If you go, now, to stand at the side of Wide Lane in Swaythling, and listen,
you’ll hear a lot of people on the move. There is traffic noise from cars and
buses, and the sound of trains going along the railway line, and jets flying low
as they come in and out of Southampton Airport. If you tried the same thing
back in 1900, you would be standing next to farm land. The trains you heard
would be steam trains, and you would be unlikely to hear a car as they were
a very new invention. You would be more likely to hear horses’ hooves, cart
wheels, farm machinery and farm workers, children playing, birdsong and
buzzing insects.
Just a few years later, a new sound cut through the air over the fields here:
the engine of an aeroplane, designed and made in Southampton. Edwin
Moon, a brave (some might say crazy) engineer with a big dream, had decided
a field in nearby North Stoneham was perfect for his experiments with flight.
Edwin Rowland Moon grew up in Southampton, and started his own
engineering company as a young man in the early 1900s. At first, he built
boats and boat engines, but Edwin dreamed of something more futuristic:
flying machines. In 1903, the Wright Brothers in America became famous for
achieving the first powered flight, and in 1907 Louis Blériot flew across the
Channel from France to England for the first time. Edwin Moon was inspired to
design and build his own aircraft.
After a shaky start, Edwin took his second attempt, the Moonbeam II, by
horse and cart to North Stoneham Farm for its successful test flight. Early
aeroplanes often took off best with their propellers pointing whichever way
the wind was blowing, so instead of a straight modern runway they took off
from flat open fields. The North Stoneham field which Edwin chose was used
by more early pilots, and later became Southampton Airport. The airport was
used by the US Navy, the British Air Ministry, Southampton Corporation, and
the Hampshire Aeroplane Club – and by one engineer who would change the
destiny of those fields not far away at the side of Wide Lane.

Follow some key events in the history of the Wide Lane site and its immediate surroundings.

900

1883

1910

Mans Bridge is built
over the River Itchen.

Swaythling railway
station opens.

Edwin Rowland Moon makes
his successful test flight at
North Stoneham Farm.
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Sir Hugo Cunliffe-Owen started building aircraft in a hangar of Southampton
Airport in 1938 with his company, Cunliffe-Owen Aircraft. Soon, Sir Hugo built
a new factory – and the site he chose was on Wide Lane. The Cunliffe-Owen
Aircraft factory opened in January 1939, a few months before the Second
World War started, and there would be a factory on that site for the rest of
the century.

The Mayor and Mayoress of
Southampton open the Cunliffe-Owen
Aircraft Factory in January 1939
Image: Solent Sky Museum

A Seafire plane with folding wings
Image: Solent Sky Museum

Cunliffe-Owen Aircraft Factory
Image: Ian Cooper
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When the war came, the factory was as busy as Sir Hugo could have hoped.
The workers at Cunliffe-Owen Aircraft assembled, repaired and adapted all
sorts of different aircraft for the British and American air forces. They worked
on the Spitfires and Hurricanes which are still so famous for their part in
winning the Battle of Britain; American Lockheed Hudson bombers; and
Seafires, which were Spitfires with their wings adapted to fold up neatly when
the plane was on board an aircraft carrier at sea.
The work could be extremely busy: at one point, the workers had to work for
24 hours in one go to meet their targets. They managed it, and were given a
barrel of beer and a rare weekend off with pay!
The war meant plenty of work for the Cunliffe-Owen factory, but also real
danger. The factories and docks of Southampton were targets for German
bombers. On 11 September 1940, the Cunliffe-Owen factory was bombed.
One worker who was there at the time, Harold Woollard, told his story in the
1980s. He wrote:
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“I was to miss death by exactly three minutes … On entering the open
doors at the rear of the Flight Shed, and without any real warning, I was to
be suddenly blown into what seemed to be eternity. Dazed, and covered
in sawdust, I did eventually emerge from under a Carpenter’s bench
trembling from head to foot.”
Survivors rushed to help dig their friends out of the rubble of the destroyed
factory building, but sadly at least 52 people had been killed.
Alan Blandford was a young boy during the war, growing up not far from
the factory. He used to stand in his garden at night and watch German planes
bombing the docks in Southampton. Unusually, the raid on the Cunliffe-Owen
factory happened in the daytime. Alan and his class had just left school and
were walking past North Stoneham church with their teacher. Suddenly a
plane appeared, flying low and firing its machine guns as it came at them.
Alan’s teacher told the children to jump into the nearest ditch where they
would be safe; it was a lucky escape.
The children who lived nearby knew about the bombings, but they also
enjoyed the good points of living around Wide Lane.
Eric Quinto was 13 years old when the war started. As well as his ‘fire
watching’ duty, looking out for firebombs and putting them out, he
remembered having fun at the Swaythling youth club, enjoying watching
Spitfires flying overhead on test flights, and playing football on the pitches
which used to be on Wide Lane before the factory was built over them. He and
his friends spent a lot of time in the fields, playing football and cricket and
making a cycle track.

1925

1939

11 Sep 1940

Swaythling Housing Society
is founded by architect
Herbert Collins (1885–1975)

Cunliffe-Owen Aircraft factory
opens on the Wide Lane site.
Second World War begins.

52 people are killed in an
air raid bombing of the
Cunliffe Owen factory.
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Westfield Corner, Wide Lane
in the 1950s
Illustration copied from an old
photograph by Jackie Eksi

In those days, children often ‘played out’ all day with no grown-ups around;
Clive Johnson grew up in Swaythling and his parents used to tell him to go
out, and not come home until it was dark.
Pauline Natividad was born just before the Second World War ended, and
grew up in Walnut Avenue. For her, the area was full of exciting things to see
and do. She and her friends played in the meadows opposite their houses,
and some of the braver boys used to go into the old factory air raid shelters
left over from the war – though Pauline never did. To her, where she lived felt…

“Like a little pocket in the country.”

Pauline (right) playing out
in Swaythling with a friend
Image: Pauline Natividad

She remembers cycling around with her friends and playing by the river by
the bridge at Mansbridge, making pots from the mud on the banks on her way
to school.
Even the houses around Wide Lane were special. Walnut Avenue, where
Pauline lived, was designed by the architect Herbert Collins. Herbert wanted
to build houses that were affordable and pleasant places to live, with lots of
green space and little closes where people could get to know their neighbours.
He even bought shoes for the children who moved into his houses. For many
of the local children, Swaythling was the perfect place to grow up.

1945
Second World
War ends.
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CHAPTER 1 ACTIVITIES

The First Flight

Write a diary entry about Edwin Moon’s first flight in Southampton. You can
choose whether you want to be Edwin himself, or someone else: maybe one
of his friends who came to watch, or a child playing nearby.
• What did you see and hear that day?
• What did you expect to happen?
• What did you think of Edwin Moon and what he was trying to do?

Be the Architect

You are a modern architect, with the same job as Herbert Collins. You have
been asked to design the perfect house to live in now for a normal family you don’t have enough money for a mansion, but you want to make the best
‘everyday’ house you can. Draw plans or pictures if it helps, or just describe
what the house will be like.
• Will it have space for cars and bikes?
• Will there be lots of small rooms, or big rooms that everyone shares?
• What would it need to make it fun for kids?
• What could you include to help the people who move in live healthy lives,
or have fun with their friends?

Forwards in Time

Alan, Eric and Pauline all spoke about their memories of growing up near
Wide Lane many years later. They talked about the things they enjoyed about
their childhood.
Imagine you’re you, but 60 years old. You’ve done a lot of exciting things in
your life, and your memories might be quite different from how they felt at the
time. An interviewer has come to ask you about what it was like to grow up in
Southampton long ago. Answer the interviewer’s questions – and feel free to
make up some of your own.
• Where did you grow up? What was your house like?
• What was the best thing about the area where you grew up?
• What games did you like to play?
• What did you not like about where you lived?
• What sort of things did you enjoy doing as a child, that you’ve carried on in
the rest of your life?

1947

1949

The Cunliffe-Owen
Aircraft company fails.

The Wide Lane factory is
bought by Briggs Motor
Bodies, supplying Ford
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The Ford Assembly Plant,
Southampton
Image: Southern Daily Echo

The hundredth-thousandth Transit
to be made in the UK, 1968
Image: Southern Daily Echo
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CHAPTER 2

The Ford Factory
In 1953, the sounds, sights and smells you would find on Wide Lane were
very different from fifty years earlier. Stand by the side of the road and look
east, and you would see busy factory buildings, with lorries making deliveries
and taking away products, and the sound of machinery everywhere. If you
were there at the start or end of a shift, you would also see crowds of workers
heading in or out of the factory. And if you looked carefully, you could spot a
familiar brand name: Ford.
The patch of what used to be farm land between Wide Lane, Walnut Avenue,
South Stoneham cemetery and Southampton Airport already had a factory
on it by the 1950s. When the Ford Motor Company took over the factory
in 1953, it brought an international name, and later a legendary vehicle, to
Southampton.
The factory that Hugo Cunliffe-Owen had built on Wide Lane stopped
building aircraft not long after the end of the Second World War. Instead,
parts for cars and trucks now rolled out of the factory. In 1953, the Ford Motor
Company took over the site, and it would be the Ford factory for the next 60
years. The coming of Ford changed the lives of thousands of people, brought
jobs and money, and transformed the area of Swaythling as well as the city of
Southampton.
At first, the Wide Lane factory made truck bodies which were then sent to
Ford’s factory in Langley near Slough. From 1965, the bodies built at Wide
Lane were going to make Transit vans, Ford’s best-selling work vans. Transits
could carry a lot in a small space on the road. Adapted, they could also be
used as minibuses, ice cream vans, delivery vans, campervans, and even
ambulances. The Transit was so famous that when Ford moved production
of all Transit vans to Southampton in 1972, it was a very big deal for the city.
Workers at the Wide Lane factory were now producing a famous model of van
which was sold all over the world.
Thousands of people, from Southampton and further away, found jobs in
the Ford factory. In the 1980s, the workforce reached a huge 4,500 people.
Starting work in the factory was a shock for many of them. Just the noise and
smell of the factory was enough to scare some people off. It was also hard,
physical work. Others couldn’t stand how repetitive the work was.

1953

1965

Ford takes over
the Briggs factory.

Ford builds bodies for Transit
vans at Wide Lane, to be sent
to the Langley factory.
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The Ford Factory

Kerry worked on the production line, and found the only way around the
boredom was to…

“Come in, switch your brain off and just go
into the robot process of doing the jobs.”
Each person had one job to do on every van, and they had to do it all
day, every day. For a regular worker on the production line, training might
mean watching someone else do a job for a couple of hours and then taking
over that job – and learning to keep up with the speed at which the next van
came along the line to you. In the 1970s, the line could be fairly slow, but
production sped up as Transit vans became more popular and sales went up.
By the 2000s, a van would come around the line every two and a half minutes.
If everyone didn’t keep working and do their job as part of the big machine
of the production line, the whole thing wouldn’t work. And the line never
stopped moving. If you wanted to go to the toilet, you had to put your hand
up and wait for someone to come and cover your job. Every time a group of
new workers started, some of them disliked the work so much they just didn’t
come back the next day. When Lewis Skinner started at Ford’s in the 1980s,
he was one of eight new starters – and five of them didn’t show up for the next
shift.
If you could handle the work, there were plenty of upsides to being a
‘Fordie’. Working in the factory paid well, and it was a stable job which many
people stayed in for decades. It may have been very hard work and often
boring, but it let workers provide for their families and buy their own homes.
They could also go on courses through Ford’s education programme to learn
all sorts of things, from computing and plumbing to flying or golf.
The atmosphere in the factory could also be fun. Jokes and chatting helped
to pass the time at work. There was also a lot of teasing: you might find a
mate’s glove thrown at you to send your nuts and bolts flying, or sit down at
your work station to get covered in grease or glue that someone had put on
your seat. Everyone had to learn to take a joke and to get on with their team,
as they were together for long shifts every day.
The two-millionth Transit to be
made in Southampton, driven
by David Bellamy, 1984.
Image: Southampton Daily Echo
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Jackie Eksi worked in the canteen in the 1980s. She dreaded an accident
known as the ‘plate crash’, when a whole stack of plates would go flying and
make a huge noise smashing on the metal floor. When it happened, everyone
around would clap and cheer and make fun of her. So Jackie decided she
needed a joke for the next plate crash; one of her favourites was

The Canteen at the
Ford factory, 1982
Illustration: Jackie Eksi

“Sorry lads, I didn’t mean to wake you up when you
were at work!”
Some people enjoy talking about their memories, or writing them down,
but Jackie is an artist. She drew this picture, as well as many others, when she
was remembering her time working at Ford’s.
Working on the production line meant bending, lifting, using heavy
machinery and dangerous tools. At first, the Ford workers didn’t have much
safety gear, but once the government brought in health and safety rules in the
1970s that began to change. Wearing a hard hat, a pair of safety boots, gloves,
and overalls became normal for some jobs on the line, and people spraying
paint had special hoods with breathing equipment. The jobs at Ford changed
even more when robots joined the human workers on the production line.
Humans still had to work, program, and maintain the robots, but it took far
fewer people to build each van. As time went on, the number of jobs at the
factory fell, and so did the number of shifts worked.

1972

1983

1984

Tranist production is moved from
Langley to Southampton. Wide Lane
becomes an international factory.

The M27
motorway is
completed.

The two-millionth
Transit van rolls
off the line.
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The Ford Factory

While the Ford factory was running, the whole area of nearby Swaythling
and Mansbridge could feel as if it was part of Ford’s. Most people living around
the factory knew someone who worked there, whether they were family or
friends. Jackie still remembers the way the streets filled up with a “sea of blue
overalls” as Ford workers flooded out of their houses and walked to work at
the start of each shift. Canteen workers like Jackie wore green.

“So there’d be these little dots of green where we were the canteen staff
and then there’s these blue overalls all sort of gravitating in one direction,
at the same time as the last shift came out … you’d have the wave of the
people going in and then a short bit of banter at the front door and then
there’d be like the opposite way coming home.”

The last Transit leaves
the Ford production line,
Southampton, 2013
Image: Southern Daily Echo

It might have seemed as though the production line would never stop.
Yet for many years, the word among the Ford workers was that the factory
was about to close down and the Transit van would be made somewhere
else. There were several reasons: the site on Wide Lane, hemmed in by the
motorway, the railway and the airport, simply couldn’t grow any bigger. Some
people blamed the strong trade unions for making trouble between the
workers and management. And in the end, Ford opened a factory in Turkey
where it was cheaper to build vans as the workers were paid much less than in
Southampton. In October 2012, managers told the team in Southampton that
their factory would be closing down in nine months’ time. Workers hugged
and cried as they heard the news: their ‘work family’ was coming to an end.
When the last Transit van to be made in Southampton finally passed down the
line in 2013, the whole process was filmed and each person who worked on
the van signed their name inside it, as part of saying goodbye.

2009

26 Oct 2012

The Transit factory in Kocaeli, Turkey
reaches full production. Production
at the Southampton plant is halved.

The closure of the
Southampton Ford Assembly
Plant is announced.
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CHAPTER 2 ACTIVITIES

Goodbye to the Transit

You are one of the workers who helped build the very last Transit van. Look
back at the photo of the team watching the last van roll out of the factory. Jot
down some notes.
• What do you think you might miss about working in the factory? Is there
anything you will be happy to say goodbye to?
• Can you include any specific sights, sounds or smells you might have
encountered every day at work?
Use your notes to write a poem. Start your poem with ‘Goodbye to…’ and use
the same words to start as many of the lines as you like. At the end, start one
or more lines with ‘Hello to…’.
• What might you be looking forward to, or worrying about, in the future?

A Production Line

Imagine that it wasn’t Ford who bought the Wide Lane factory in the 1950s,
but another company. They could use the factory to make anything you like:
ice cream; trainers; teddy bears; mobile phones. Whatever you choose, make
a list of all the jobs that would need to be done on the production line to
make that product. Add pictures if you like. You might end up with a long list!
With a partner, have a go at miming some of the jobs in the right order.
• Which of the jobs would you choose to do?
• What would it be like to do that job all day, every day?

Remembering Feelings

When she was asked about her time at the Ford factory, Jackie drew a picture
of her ‘plate crash’ memory. Sometimes the strongest memories are linked
to strong emotions, like the embarrassment Jackie felt when the plates went
flying. Can you think of something that happened that made you feel a strong
emotion? Maybe you have a strong memory of a time you felt really happy, or
angry, or sad, or relieved? Think about the memory, and especially about how
you felt. Now either draw your own memory picture or write about it, using as
much detail as you can.
• If you choose to write instead of draw, start your writing with ‘I remember…’
as a way to get you going.
• If you choose to draw a picture, add some speech bubbles and write down
what people were saying.
Add as much detail as you can to help your readers feel what you felt. What were
you thinking about? How did the emotion make your body feel? What could
you see, hear, smell or taste? Could anyone else tell how you were feeling?
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The Ford factory is
demolished, 2015
Image: Phil Layley

Construction work on
Mountpark’s redevelopment
of the Wide Lane site, 2017
Image: Zoe Waren
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CHAPTER 3

The Future
Just a few years ago, in 2015, if you took a walk down Wide Lane you might
have heard huge crashing noises. If you stopped to look, you could see
buildings that had stood for decades torn apart, their metal beams showing
and dust and rubble all around. The old Ford buildings were being torn down
after the factory closed.
Phil Layley had worked at the factory for 23 years, and when he saw it
being demolished he had to grab his camera. Phil studied photography at
university after leaving Ford’s, and wanted to capture the dramatic moment
when the buildings came down. He said the demolition made him think
about…

“A way of life, how people lived, the camaraderie –
now it’s no longer there. I just wanted to mark that.”
After the factory closed, a group called the Transition project collected
memories from people who worked at Ford’s and at the factories that came
before it, as well as people who lived in the local area. The people who gave
interviews about their memories included Phil the photographer, Jackie
the artist who worked in the canteen, and Alan, Eric and Pauline who grew
up near Wide Lane. They talked about all the good and bad things they
remembered about the site, and how it has changed over the years. Many of
the people who had worked at Ford talked about how much of a loss it was
when the factory closed.
The end of the factory left a hole in the area as well as in Southampton’s
economy and the lives of local people. What would fill the space, after so
many years as the famous ‘Home of the Transit’?

26 Jul 2013

Aug 2013

The Ford Assembly Plant
at Wide Lane closes.

Decommissioning begins.
The Wide Lane site is
closed section by section.
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The Mountpark development
at Wide Lane, Swaythling
Image: Mountpark

The Future

Although it was sad that Ford had gone, Wide Lane was still a site with a
lot of possibilities. For one thing, it was extremely well connected. Because
the M27 motorway, Southampton Airport, Southampton Airport Parkway rail
station and Southampton Docks were all nearby, people and goods could
get to and from the site by road, air, rail or sea. This would mean that people
could easily get to work on site, but also that any companies based at Wide
Lane could easily get and send out anything they bought, sold, or made. A
commercial property development company called Mountpark looked at the
connections of the old Ford site, and decided it was perfect for companies
which needed to store and move around a lot of stock.

Today, some of the need for companies like this comes from the way we like
to shop: if you need something in a hurry, you can order it online and it will
arrive at your door. Of course, all this stuff has to come from somewhere. It is
stored in big warehouses and then put onto trucks to send it out to the people
who want it. The companies who store and send all the things we want to
buy are called distributors, and Mountpark thought Wide Lane would be a
great place for them to store goods and send them out easily. So Mountpark
bought the site, in two stages, and started building warehouses and finding
companies to move into them.

2013
The remaining Ford sites in Southampton are the Vehicle
Distribution Centre at Southampton Docks, and the
Vehicle Refurbishment Centre on the plant site.
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The first companies to move into buildings on the old Ford site were
Coopervision, who make and distribute contact lenses; Berendsen, who do
laundry for places like universities, hotels and hospitals; and Paul Murray,
who distribute health and beauty products. Some of the warehouses
Mountpark builds are started before they know what sort of company will be
using them, so the builders have to be flexible and prepared to change the
plans halfway through.
Big construction projects are always noisy and can be annoying for
the neighbours. The developers, and the local council, hope that the
redevelopment of the Ford site will also change the local area for the better.
Most importantly, they say it will bring at least 1,200 jobs when the site is
finished. Some local people have already been given jobs during the building
process, working as labourers, gatekeepers and cleaners. The developers kept
in touch with their neighbours by sending out a newsletter every month, and
encouraged people to call them with any questions and complaints.
Mountpark have also tried to help the local area by making the construction
as pleasant and environmentally friendly as they can. When they bought the
site, there was nothing left of the Ford factory apart from its concrete floor.
The builders pulled up all the concrete, smashed it up, and rolled it flat in
strong layers. This made a strong base for the new buildings, and also made
sure all the rubbish from the old floor was recycled. The buildings also have
thick insulation, to help them stay at the right temperature once they are in
use without using too much energy.
The developers also tried to make the whole site better to live near and
work in. They put up sound-blocking walls around the site so that the noise
of trucks coming and going would be quieter, and planted trees and bushes
as well as a green wall to make the site look better. They also thought of ways
to encourage the people who will work on the site to use greener transport
to get to work: there are charging points for electric cars, cycle paths, and
showers in each building for anyone who wants to run or cycle to work or
exercise on their break.
The latest development on the Wide Lane site uses modern techniques
and brings a new use to the site. At the same time, the developers have
included the history of the site in their planning. They hired an artist, Isabella
Martin, to make an artwork called ‘A History of Movement’. She created 20
metal signs with words about the site’s history running alongside the road. If
you walk down Wide Lane in years to come, you will hear the noise of traffic,
trucks, trains and aeroplanes, and see the businesses on the Mountpark
development. If you pay attention to the words as you pass you will also be
reminded of how the different uses of the site have changed this area – from
fields, to flight, to Ford, and beyond.
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Public Art by Isabella Martin,
A History of Movement
Image: Phil Layley

2015

2017

The Ford factory
is demolished.

Mountpark begin
developing the site
into a logistics park.
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CHAPTER 3 ACTIVITIES

In the Rubble

Write a story about someone working on the demolition of the old Ford site,
who discovers something surprising when they tear down an old building. It
could be something shocking, or wonderful.

• What is it?
• What do they see first that makes them stop and look closer?
• What do they do about it?

A Terrible Idea

Write a letter to the local paper complaining about the new development
on the Ford site. Before you start, think about who you are: you could write
as yourself, or you could imagine being another character. You could be
someone who lives next door to the site; an old person, or a parent with
young children; a nature-lover; maybe you’re retired, or maybe you’re looking
for a job.
• What’s wrong with the new plans for the site?
• What do you think would be a better use for the land?
You can be angry if you like, but try to persuade your readers that your
opinion is right.

Years From Now

It’s the year 2075. You’re standing at the Wide Lane edge of what used to be
the Ford site, before it was the old Mountpark development – which closed
down a while ago. What is there instead is entirely up to you.

• What kind of buildings are on the site now?
• What can you see, hear, and smell?
• What kind of traffic is there?
Draw a map or plan of the site and label it to illustrate your ideas.

Ford workers sign the last Transit
to be made in Southampton, 2013
Illustration by Jackie Eksi, copied from an
original photograph

